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OVERVIEW

The Need
The project required USCG-
approved NavAids with radio-
activated fog signal, battery 
backup power and monitoring.

The Solution
PMAPI engineered a customized 
system consisting of two 
navigation lights per structure, 
a single radio-activated 1/2 mile 
fog signal located on the middle 
turbine, solar-powered battery 
backup with 30 days autonomy, 
and integrated monitoring through 
an existing PLC/RTU.

The Benefit
The solution highlights PMAPI’s 
legacy and proven track record 
of engaging with the USCG and 
engineering firms to create 
customized solutions that are 
USCG-approved and capable of 
integration into existing systems.

A turnkey NavAids solution from Pharos Marine 
Automatic Power, Inc. is integral in launch of 
America’s first offshore wind farm.

Developed by Deepwater Wind, Block Island Wind Farm is the first 
commercial offshore wind farm located in US waters. Located 3.3 
nautical miles southeast of Block Island, Rhode Island, the five-turbine, 
30 megawatt project sets the standard for future offshore wind farms as 
the US looks to join the EU and other countries by investing in alternative 
energy sources.

Being the first of its kind in the United States, Block Island Wind Farm 
presented a unique opportunity for Pharos Marine Automatic Power, 
Inc. to take the company’s rich history and expertise in developing 
customized NavAid solutions for offshore oil and gas, ports, harbors 
and bridge applications and apply them to the new offshore wind market 
in the US. As the USCG specification was evolving with the development 
of the project, PMAPI offered its guidance and customized its solution 
to help craft and then meet the spec. 

A Unique Opportunity
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According to the USCG AtoN Manual, offshore wind farms are 
classifed as an Offshore Renewable Energy Installation (OREI) and, 
as such, “should be marked so as to be conspicuous by day and night, 
given to prevailing conditions of visibility and vessel traffic. OREIs 
shall be marked with/or as private aids to navigation.” Further, the 
manual states “consultation between developers and district aids to 
navigation staffs to determine how an OREI should be marked should 
take place at an early stage in the development of the renewable 
energy project.”

The latter statement is significant. With Class B & C structures 
commonly marked with 1 - 3 NM navigation lights and a half mile 
fog signal per USCG requirements, the location of Block Island Wind 
Farm required the USCG and developers to reconsider conventional 
standards. Located within view from the coast of Rhode Island, the 
project was a source of contention for many residents who were not 
pleased with the idea of additional light and noise pollution from the 
wind farm which was already considered an eyesore by some in the 
community.

After careful consideration, the USCG proposed IALA lighting standards which require higher lighting intensity 
with minimized background lighting. Having outfitted a number of offshore wind farms with NavAids packages 
in the North Sea, PMAPI was able to customize their FA-249 Amber LED lanterns to meet the IALA requirements; 
specifically, the turbines on the edges featured boosted intensity over the turbines in the middle. 

Each of the five structures comprising Block Island Wind Farm were equipped with (2) two 4 NM FA-249 Amber 
LED lanterns operating at 12VDC. Each structure also featured a solar array, battery bank and Noman300 
controller which housed the monitoring system. The solar arrays and battery banks were calculated to provide 
30 days of autonomy battery backup. The monitoring systems integrated into an existing PLC/RTU. 

Additionally, the center structure also included a half-mile fog signal. At the request of the USCG, the fog signal 
was supplied with a Radio Operated Lighting Controller (ROLC) which permits mariners access to turn the fog 
signal on and off utilizing existing radio frequencies. 

PMAPI’s heritage of supplying customized NavAids solutions, coupled with its expansive project portfolio, 
proved to be an invaluable asset in understanding the challenges presented in developing Block Island Wind 
Farm and exceeding expectations set forth by the USCG and project developers. When regulations and 
standards were being considered, PMAPI was quick to draw on its experience in supplying NavAids packages 
to offshore wind farms in the EU and make recommendations; when the project required a unconventional 
approach, PMAPI adapted its solution; when the project neared completion, PMAPI worked closely with the 
installation contractor by providing technical support and guidance. As Block Island Wind Farm nears the end 
of its first year of production, the USCG, the project developers and most importantly, mariners,  can all be 
confident that the customized solution supplied by PMAPI will offer a safe and compliant solution for many 
years to come.
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